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The Feasibility of Using Drones to Count Songbirds

Abstract
Point and transect counts are the most common bird survey methods, but are subject to biases and
accessibility issues. To eliminate some of these biases, we propose attaching a recorder to a consumer-grade
quadcopter (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, or UAV) to estimate songbird populations from audio recordings. We
conducted a blind experiment using broadcast recordings to estimate the detection radius of a compact
recorder attached to a UAV, and found that the detection radius did not vary significantly when the UAV was
flown at elevations of 20, 40 and 60m. We field tested our system by comparing UAV-based bird counts with
standard point count surveys at 51 locations on State Game Lands 249, PA. Species richness was similar at
standard and UAV point counts, but species composition differed. For most species, the number detections
on UAV recordings were similar to standard counts, but UAV surveys under-sampled Mourning Doves
Zenaida macroura, Gray Catbirds Dumetella carolinensis, and Willow Flycatchers Empidonax traillii. Birds
with quiet or low frequency songs are likely to be under-detected by UAV-based methods, due to masking by
the drone noise of the quadcopter. Recordings of bird songs from ground-based recorders show that bird song
output was slightly reduced when the quadcopter was overhead. The development of quieter quadcopters
would overcome the masking and the possible behavioral response issues that we highlighted. We
demonstrate that low-cost UAVs provide a useful new method of surveying songbirds that is accessible to
organizations and researchers with restricted budgets.
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The feasibility of using drones 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presented at North American Ornithological Conference 2016, Washington DC, August 2016.Abstract:Point and transect counts are the most common bird survey methods, but are subject to biases and accessibility issues. To eliminate some of these biases, we propose attaching a recorder to a consumer-grade quadcopter (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, or UAV) to estimate songbird populations from audio recordings. We conducted a blind experiment using broadcast recordings to estimate the detection radius of a compact recorder attached to a UAV, and found that the detection radius did not vary significantly when the UAV was flown at elevations of 20, 40 and 60m. We field tested our system by comparing UAV-based bird counts with standard point count surveys at 51 locations on State Game Lands 249, PA. Species richness was similar at standard and UAV point counts, but species composition differed. For most species, the number detections on UAV recordings were similar to standard counts, but UAV surveys under-sampled Mourning Doves Zenaida macroura, Gray Catbirds Dumetella carolinensis, and Willow Flycatchers Empidonax traillii. Birds with quiet or low frequency songs are likely to be under-detected by UAV-based methods, due to masking by the drone noise of the quadcopter. Recordings of bird songs from ground-based recorders show that bird song output was slightly reduced when the quadcopter was overhead. The development of quieter quadcopters would overcome the masking and the possible behavioral response issues that we highlighted. We demonstrate that low-cost UAVs provide a useful new method of surveying songbirds that is accessible to organizations and researchers with restricted budgets.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Drones are a rapidly emerging technology in Ecology, and are already widely used to monitor large bird species that nest out in the open, such as seabirds (above) and raptors…but most Ornithologists study species that are too small to survey using visual methods (i.e. photos/videos). However, a majority of bird species are best surveyed by counting audio cues – especially the songs of songbirds.



Can drones be used to survey songbirds? 

Drones allow low cost access to 
inaccessible or dangerous terrain. 
 
We attached a pocket digital recorder to a 
DJI Phantom II quadcopter, to see 
whether we can record bird song 
remotely. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many surveys of songbirds are biased or limited due to accessibility issues.



Part 1 – Experiment  
Janine Barr (‘15) 
 
Part 2 – Field testing  
Megan Zagorski (‘16) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two undergrads at Gettysburg College have been researching the feasibility doing bioacoustics surveys of birds using UAVs. Janine conducted experiments to test overall feasibility and refine methods, and then Megan followed up with field testing. Both of these were Senior Thesis projects in the Environmental Studies department.



Experimental design 
• Blind experiment – recordings randomized by J Barr, and 

analyzed by A. Wilson  
• Recorder at 8m below UAV with fishing line 
• 3-5 songs of 6 species (source: Cornell) 
• Played at volumes approx. natural (70-95 dB @ 1m) 
• Treatments: 

– 3 altitudes (20m, 40m, 60m) 
– 11 radial distance (0-100m, 10m increments) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Janine’s experimental design – we used playback of bird songs at various distances from a UAV to assess what “detection radius” our equipment would have – i.e., how far away from the drone could we hear bird song?



0m 
20m 

40m 

50m distance & 20m altitude 

40m distance & 40m altitude 

50m 

No significant difference in 
detections at 3 altitudes 
(P>0.05, chi-square tests) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
L to R: Brian Lonabocker (‘15), Megan Zagorski (‘16) and Janine Barr (‘15) conducting the experiments at Gettysburg College. They played bird songs from one of 11 speakers at random, and then we listened to the recordings to see which songs we could hear.



Apply a “High pass” filter 
in Audacity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We filtered out as much of the drone noise as possible (bright band of low frequency noise in top diagram) to enhance our ability to hear birds, while protecting the analyst’s ears from potentially damaging noise.



Effective detection radius (EDR) 
Chipping  
Sparrow 

Eastern 
Meadowlark 

Estimates of detection (using Program Distance) 

Audubon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We found that on average, we could reliably pick up our recordings at 30-60m (depending on which species) – which is smaller (but slightly so) than EDRs for standard fieldwork with trained observers.



If Effective Detection Radius 
is too small (red circle), we 
would not detect enough 
birds. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our EDRs were good!  Too small, and you would pick up too few birds for study to work…



If Effective Detection Radius 
is too large (red circle), we 
would not detect too many 
birds!  Deciphering audio 
with multiple individuals of 
same species is very tricky. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If EDR is too large, you would pick up too many birds to be able to interpret numbers from the recording (especially if there are several individual birds of one species)



We think that our Effective 
Detection Radius is close to 
the “sweet spot”, not too 
large, not too small 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were happy that our EDRs were close to what we consider the “Goldilocks” radius--not too large, not too small. Good!



Field Testing (June 2015) 

State Game Lands 249  
Adams County, PA 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experiment was a success…so we went on to field test in June 2015. We set up 51 Point count stations, 200m apart, where we did standard ground-based counts (Andy W) and then 3 minute recordings from our UAV at 50m altitude. Start times were randomized – sometime the UAV did the count first, sometimes second, but always on the same morning.



How do UAV counts compare to “standard” counts? 

Similar = good! 

Each four letter 
code is a different 
species 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our results were encouraging – for several of the commoner species, our UAV counts (y-axis) were very similar to the ground-based counts (x-axis).SOSP=Song Sparrow, RWBL=Red-winged Blackbird, YWAR= Yellow Warbler, NOCA=Northern Cardinal, AMRO=American Robin, FISP=Field Sparrow



How do UAV counts compare to “standard” counts? 

Not so good! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there were exceptions. Gray Catbird (GRCA) was easily the most abundant bird, and we think we were being over-cautious in our analysis of recordings—for example by saying there were 2 GRCAs singing when there may have been 3 or 4. A few other species were under-recorded by UAV because they don’t call or sing much (e.g. Common Grackle, Brown-headed Cowbird)…but we know this technique won’t work for those. Mourning Dove…MODO…also an issue  [NEXT slide]



Analysis of Cornell recordings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mourning Dove has a very low-pitched song, so was “masked” by drone noise, and likely scrubbed from recording by our application of a high-pass filter.



Crucial – maximizing survey efficiency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also analyzed when each individual started to sing or call and found that most of them were heard within the first minute, with diminishing returns thereafter. So, because UAV battery life is limited (c.20 minutes for our UAV), shorter point counts are good to maximize survey efficiency. We did 3 point counts per battery.



Future research 
Technological 
– Reduce UAV noise 
– Improve battery life 
– Custom build 

microphones 

Biological 
– Transect counts 
– Behavioral effects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, we think that our study shows that it IS feasible to count songbirds with UAV mounted recorders, and with a few advances, this could become a valuable new tool for ornithologists. We think than transect counts might be an especially useful application – it should be possible to do several miles of transects in one day of fieldwork. We still need to  investigate potential bird responses – we did try to look at this and there was a suggestion that SOME birds stopped singing when the drone was overhead, but we think it was a very small proportion of birds within the detection radius.



Species Time X Y Species Time X Y 
Wood Thrush 8:01:50 4386505 5668681 
Ovenbird 8:02:35 4386515 5668697 
Veery 8:02:49 4386528 5668716 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By bringing together UAV and automated bird song ID technologies, it should soon be possible to record, ID and plot singing birds in real time – a potentially highly efficient survey method, especially in areas where fieldworker access is limited.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks!



Did we see any effect on song output? 

3 minute hover 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extra slide for potential Questions – our estimate of behavioral response, the quieter (more distant) birds are masked by UAV noise (as expected), some of the nearest birds (dark blue), may have stopped singing when UAV was hovering overhead…but we need to look at this again. Difficult to tease out bird responses from “masking” by drone noise.



Best guess Effective detection radius (EDR) 
 

Cornell 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Extra slide for potential Questions – by comparing UAV counts and standard point count data from 51 count stations, we think our EDRs from field study were larger than from our experiments (perhaps our recordings weren’t played loudly enough?). Our field study EDRs were typically in the 60-90m range…which is very comparable with standard point counts!
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